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Ready to launch your Pilates Studio?

We never get tired of talking to Pilates instructors who are ready to take the plunge and
open their own Pilates studios. The excitement is contagious! We'd like to share some
frequent topics that come up – food for thought that we hope you'll find helpful.

1. Find a space that’s right for you

When looking for an appropriate space to open a studio, answers to these questions can
help lead you to determine an appropriate size:

 How many classes or personal sessions per day do you want to plan for?
 How many people in each group session?
 Will you have multiple sessions happening simultaneously?
 What kind of equipment do you want?

What about location? Although this will greatly depend on your financial resources,
consider these:

 Renting space in a commercial or retail office building
 Leasing space inside an existing health and fitness club
 Leasing space inside an existing therapy or wellness center

Leasing from a club is a great way to bring in clients, but make sure your potential space is
away from noisier activities like step classes or basketball. A quiet environment greatly
enhances the mind-body element crucial to a successful Pilates experience.
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2. Locate and hire quality instructors

You may plan to start your studio and staff it with one employee—you! However, if you’ll
be looking for additional staff, the quality of these instructors will be key to the ongoing
success of your program. Don’t skimp on quality here!
Group exercise experience as well as a thorough knowledge of Pilates is important. The
nuances of Pilates are significant, and your instructors must be able to modify exercises
correctly to meet the needs of class participants.

Encourage your instructors to pursue continued Pilates education. New tips, methods or
exercises will keep your classes safe, challenging and fun, and keep your clients coming
back.

3. Equipment versus mats

Mat classes are a great way to begin a Pilates program. They don’t take much space, they’re
inexpensive and can be a great “pipeline” from which to attract clients to your group or
personal training sessions that utilize equipment.

Although a great entry point, matwork is not necessarily an introductory form of the
exercise, and can be extremely challenging. Again, your instructors are critical. It’s up to
them to keep members from getting frustrated in a mat class – or worse, hurt – and risk
turning them off to Pilates for good.

From an equipment standpoint, how much should you start with? That depends on your
studio's size and your budget. Smaller studios typically start with one or two Reformers and
then add more as they grow. Larger studios often begin with four or five.
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4. Create interesting programming (know your demographics)

Pilates exercises are incredibly versatile and can be modified to meet the needs of most
every demographic in your community. Do you have a large population of older adults?
Pilates is perfect for them. Pregnant or recently pregnant women? Pilates can help them,
too.
Pilates can also help athletes increase their performance. Specialty classes for specific
sports are big hits at studios across the country. Many of our clients currently offer
specialty classes that include:

 Pilates for golfers
 Pilates for tennis players
 Pilates for runners
 Pilates for equestrians
 Pilates for cyclists

5. Pricing (know your region)

Because studios typically offer smaller and more intimate sessions than a health club, with
more personalized attention, they can often charge more for their services.

Keep your location in mind, too, as you set your pricing. Learn what other Pilates studios in
similar-sized markets charge (they are often willing to share this information to someone
outside their local market), and what other competing facilities in your community offer.
Then price your services competitively.
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Depending on these factors, the cost for private Pilates sessions at a studio can range from
$50 to $125. Group reformer classes are typically more affordable and can range from $40
to $75 per participant. Many studios offer a package for multiple sessions that reduces the
cost per class and entices more clients to sign up.

6. Create a Proper Mind-Body Atmosphere

Pilates requires inward focus and concentration, so take pains to create the right
atmosphere. Some details can be quite simple yet very effective. For inexpensive tips on
developing the right environment, see our article titled “Creating the Proper Mind-Body
Atmosphere”

7. Market, market, market!

A multi-faceted marketing plan is essential for the launch and evolution of your program:

 Your entire staff – instructors and administration – should be knowledgeable about your
Pilates program. Use email or in-person updates to keep all staff informed.

 Meet regularly with your Pilates instructors to discuss ways to improve and promote your
program.

 Promote new classes to your current members.
 External networking is crucial. Get out to local businesses, schools and churches. Conduct

demos a local office complex. Create “drop-in passes” where non-members can get a card
punched every time they take a session. After they reach a certain number give them a free
class or at a reduced cost. Get your creative marketing juices flowing!
We’ve touched on just a few of the components that can lead to successful and profitable
Pilates studios. If opening a studio is your vision, we can help you make it a reality!
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Is it Time to Expand your Pilates Studio?

For many studios, growth of your clientele may finally allow you the opportunity to build
“the studio you always wanted,” by adding new or different pieces of equipment.

For others, it’s matter of keeping your programming exciting - ensuring that personal and
group sessions remain fresh and challenging. Interesting classes keep your clients keep
coming back (and bringing friends). This takes some creativity, especially if space issues
limit you.

Here are tips on how to expand your Pilates studio with new equipment and programming.
The goal: to keep your classes fresh and fun, regardless of your studio size.

8. Add accessories

Accessories are a simple, inexpensive way to spice up a class. For each, you and your
instructors can offer a wide variety of new exercises to challenge your clients.

9. Add equipment

A new piece of equipment can definitely add a new dimension to your studio. Additions like
a Studio Reformer® with Tower or a full Trapeze Table / Cadillac greatly increase the
amount and variety of programming you and your clients can explore.
If confined by space issues, this may not be feasible. If you can’t expand horizontally, then
expand vertically! If you have Allegro® Reformers, consider adding an Allegro Tower of
Power® to get the functionality of a Tower. Both of these add-on options require no
additional floor space.
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10. Add new programming ideas

As fun as new equipment is, it’s still critical that you continue to develop fresh
programming ideas. It can be as simple as gathering together people with the same
interests for a group class. Specialty classes for people with similar interests and common
bonds are thriving in studios around the world, including Pilates classes for:

 Older adults
 Men only or women only
 Post-natal mothers
 Golfers
 Equestrians
 Tennis players
 Runners
 Cyclists
 Skiers

For group classes, a socially competitive, yet supportive, atmosphere also keeps class
interest high. Foster environments where clients feel accountable to fellow classmates:
making sure they attend the session, do each exercise to the best of their ability, and
encourage each other to reach the next milestone.
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Pilates equipment for your Studio
Our clients confirm that the products below are some of our most popular Pilates studio
equipment. We also welcome you to visit our full online store, or to call or email us for
personal assistance.

Studio Reformer®
Our flagship studio product, still evolving since we first re-engineered Joseph Pilates’
original design in 1976, and the standard against which other Pilates reformers are
measured.

Pilates Allegro® System
No other equipment offers as much flexibility. Rolls, stacks and stores on end. Expands with
the Tower of Power™ to be a reformer, half-trapeze and a mat, all in one compact
footprint. Comes with free video or DVD.

Trapeze Table ( Cadillac )
An extraordinarily versatile piece of equipment, and 3” wider than traditional trap tables.
Comes fully equipped, with additional accessories also available.

Combo Chair
Evolved from the Wunda Chair, the Combo Chair’s split step greatly increases its versatility,
and it can be used on combination with other apparatus. Wheels make it easy to move
when not in use. Group chair classes are gaining in popularity.

Ladder Barrel
Excellent for strength and flexibility workouts, and adjustable for clients of varying heights.

Step Barrel
This small piece of equipment (also known as a Spine Corrector) is quite versatile, both on
its own and in combination with other apparatus. Great new programming is available for
group classes, and our Clara Barrels stack conveniently when not in use.
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